**Jr. Prom To Feature Richard Maltby Band**

At Broadwood Oct. 24

Kingmen Will Play At Intermissions;

Richard Maltby Band

In Houston Hall At 7 P.M.

Positions Are Available In Many Departments;

Richard Maltby Band

in Houston Hall At 7 P.M.

**Record Will Sponsor Smoker**

In Houston Hall At 7 P.M.

**Retired Group Will Occupy Campus Hotel**

By Donald Lowe

The former Normandin Hotel will reoccupy the Normandin Hotel, manager of the hotel for the purpose of organizing the activities of the hotel.

In addition to Ethel, who is a member of the Zeta Beta Tau fraternity, others elected include Douglas Lamott, vice-president, and Robert A. Lefebvre, secretary-treasurer. Lamott is in the hotel room in addition to the student faculty pupil to the hotel, and Lamott holds membership in the hotel.

The reserve secretary to stimulate interest in the students-student faculty relationships within the hotel.

Ivy Distributed Today

The initial issue of Ivy May Issue for the current season is being distributed today's copy of the Daily Pennsylvanian.

The magazine, which is published by the undergraduates of the Ivy League institutions, contains articles of interest to those students. Included in the current issue is a report by Dr. Charles H. Hardwick, president of the University, concerning "The Pattern Against a Soviet Back- ground."

**Pope's Condition Still Grave**

In Spite Of Day's Progress

by The United Press

(Central Gamball, Daily, Oct. 7) Disturbing signs for Pope Pius XII today as the pontiff's condition is reported to be "serious" and "chilling." The pontiff has been without a respite from his duties since his illness began last week. The Vatican's latest statement on the pope's condition is that he is "seriously ill" and "in a critical state." The church's officials have said that the pope's condition continues to be "critical and serious." The Vatican has not released any more details on the pope's condition.

**Russia Responsible For Tragedy**

The United Press, Oct. 7

Russia is responsible for theray of tragic events that led to the death of Russian nuclear weapons scientist Valery Spiridonov, who was killed in a plane crash while flying over the Ural Mountains in the Soviet Union.

Spiridonov, a prominent scientist and several other prominent Soviet scientists, was killed in a plane crash near the town of Kyshta in the Ural Mountains. The plane was on a classified mission, and the cause of the crash is under investigation.

The government of the Soviet Union has indicated that it is investigating the cause of the crash and that it is taking steps to prevent similar incidents in the future.

**Formal Rushing Begins; I-F Extends Invitation To Registered Students**

Fall Rushing To Last For Three Days, For 140 Sophomores, Upper Freshman Rushing will commence tonight from 7 to 10, and continue tomorrow evening from 8 to 10.

The rules concerning fall rushing are in force.
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**Schoolmen’s Week**

The University once again plays host to over 20,000 persons in the field of education, as the 44th Annual Schoolmen’s Week begins today. Of special interest to those who participate in the program, particularly students and faculty, the invitation to attend, will be a special conference on higher education.

With a program and importance as this, the University will certainly meet the expectations of the educational standards in the country in general. However, the Schoolmen’s Week will not be limited to the students of education will be present, and the combined results of their findings will produce a great wealth of material. We especially note Dr. James, and Conrad and Dr. Alexander Korov, former president of Harvard and director of International Studies at MIT, respectively.

Varied and interesting programs are available for the family this week, and the remainder of the week, and the time spent at the Schoolmen’s Week program will be rewarding. As President Harvold remarked on his visit to Russia, higher education in that nation is considered one of the principal strengths of the state. The same should apply even more so to our nation.

---

**Sordid South**

A place in Florida which has recently been the recipient of mounting criticism, is the town of 100,000 called Sordid South. This unique theater is established by the state of Florida, for the purpose of developing the arts in the immediate area.

The actors and actresses who participate in this production are considered to be among the best in the country. Many of them are not only well known and respected, but are also highly skilled in their art. Despite various roles, they are known professionally and personally for their dedication to the cause of bringing art to the masses.

Certainly the most dominant personality in the play is the sly, crafty and ruthless family, “Big Daddy,” as he is affectionately known by his children, wife and grandchildren. He is a common yet very cunning person who, with high breeding and education, has achieved tremendous fortune. However, “Big Daddy,” is not limited to his wealth and power, he has a passion for success and is willing to do anything to achieve it.

He has two sons, Brick, the youngest, and his wife, Blanche, the eldest. Brick is the result of the death of his best friend. He is stubborn, not intelligent about the world, and overly critical of the reality of life. The relationship between Brick and his parents, the father, Mr. and Mr. Sordid, is not always smooth, yet Brick always hears their advice.

Their third obstacle to the fortune is the highway and yet pathetic “The Cat”, the wife of Brick, who also would have been the best husband while alive. But Brick, in addition to their children, the cat, the family must live, because they cannot face the truth. “Big Daddy” is the one that Brick has left to be torn to bits. With the necessities by seeing around him and to escape through alcohol. The unfolding of the games of all in the final analysis is that Brick lives to follow where Williams offers us way out of the predicament.

The acting by large, is competent. The best clue to Potts, who played the role as realistic as it is real. Unfortunately, Ms. Isn’t consistently over in the middle, that failing to convey the necessary emotional tone, is highly advisable.

---

**Take a Note from Barr’s!**

A stage production always presents the problem of the theatre and whether the writing and the acting are of the same standard. Several important factors influence this situation, so that it goes beyond being just a play, but this is not the only difficulty of life and understanding. The movie has an added advantage in that it gives a much greater effect to enter into the lives of the characters.

Plays are often purely fantasy, and can never come to earth. A wonderful example of which is all this, and probably one of the most recent is the movie called “Come a Day”. From the moment the curtain rises, the audience is drawn into the atmosphere of the Theatre, to the final scene of the show, the audience is left in a state of awe. This is a sort of real life, your move drama. The work is a deep and real life comedy.

The characters in this play do not appear to be of a certain type, as their role is not clear, but each is a very much different. The movie is not so serious, as the music is highly composed, but it is not too loud or too soft. The music and the singing are very pleasantly composed. V索赔 have tried it on the stage, but the music that is heard is not tied into its existence. “I cannot believe that the united exists on the stage alone,” finished Dr. Noah.

Here to remind Dr. Carroll B. Noah, we left and went our way home, in the darkness we could not shake the feeling that perhaps we were being watched from afar.

---

**The Christian Association**

Four Study Groups On All C. A. Nights

1. Religion and the self—a study of several confusing views of man and what he is supposed to be.
3. The Philosophy of Christian and Communist Education—a study of the similarities and differences in the religious and political views of the two faiths.
4. Basic Christian Beliefs—a study of the meaning of Christianity.

Every Wednesday Night At 7:00
Mika On First Team, Given Left Tackle Job

Given Left Tackle Job by John Mika

Mika, a 6-foot, 250-pound senior from Bethlehem, Pa., was moved up to the first unit in an effort to strengthen Penn's interior line which needs help and depth at the guard and center positions. Last season, Mika was the first sophomore to win a starting assignment in the last four years. This year, he is given the starting job.

John Mika

I-F Grid Results

Dennis Kapauski took first place Saturday's I-F Grid Football Tournament at the Penn Athletic Building. The Ironman's 188 grid earned him the championship. Dennis Kapauski took first place Saturday's I-F Grid Football Tournament at the Penn Athletic Building. The Ironman's 188 grid earned him the championship.

A Classic Story

Steeped in Tradition

THE BALFOUR-PENNSYLVANIA CLASS RING

FREE SERVICE - Call TV Service-LO 4-5530

HILL'S "IVY" CLOTHES

5130 MARKET STREET

OPEN WED., FRI. and SAT. TILL 9 P.M.

$55 Ivy Wool Suits — $35
$35 Blazer Coats — $23
$35 Sport Coats — $23
$12.95 Ivy Slacks — $7.90
$19.50 Ivy Vest Suits — $41
$65 Ivy Sport Suits — $42.00

HARRIS TWEED TOPCOATS — $75

A SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR EXTRA TALL MEN!

(A FROM 6' 3" UP)

$40 Ivy Sport Coats — $19.50
$65 Ivy Suits (Extra Long) — $38
$85 Ivy Vest Suits (Extra Long) — $49
$25 Extra Long Raincoats — $15.70

Lend your room-mate the money... all, you will wear the I jacket he selects at our Kentonian Shop as much as he will! What's more, the act that he shops at Roger Kent proves that he knows how to the most for YOUR money.

IVY SPRING PRACTICE BAN HIT

By Two Coaches At Luncheon

With the Ivy Spring Practice Ban hit by both coaches as a result of the ban, Harold Young was not pleased with some of the comments made.

A determined and much improved quarter back, gentle man from up is being moved into yard engine for Saturday's Ivy season opener against Princeton. A fleet and fast hitting back- yard man from Bally, Pa., Vincent, Stoke, and fullback Jacques Leve will be guided by quarterback Will Derby, a classy runner with a punishing block.

The jocks in the interior wall of Penn's 150's ready for opener against Navy.

As the first sophomore to win a starting position, Mika was given the starting assignment at the left tackle slot against Cornell and then had down a short yardage for all nine games in 1954 and for both units this fall.

Food Team North

Mika's performance on the Penn Road and Dartmouth plays were given credit for his being named for the honor for the first time this year. The Quarter man has been the most consistent player this fall, lining up with the best teams and against the Princeton attack.

Defensive Problems

Defensive problems facing the Blue and White and the men of Ivy League football. Dartmouth's 60 points, Harvard's 41 points, and Penn State's 20 points. The only team which won with whipcrawls was Brown, and even that was done with the help of 11 fumbles. The Ivy League is put on an impressive individual performance in last Sunday's game in which two touchdowns on runs and one on a fumble for a tally. (Continued on page four.)
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NOTICES

Quakers Test Newly-Found Aerial Attack

In reciting reports, the play of end Ed Keuchen and the blocking of quarterback Mike Ippolito were also singled out as strong features of the Tiger eleven.

The battle Saturday seems to be pointing to a test of the Quakers' newly-discovered aerial attack against the power plays of the Tiger eleven.

(Continued from page three)

Will He Flunk?

In a startling change of heart, former Quaker quarterback Frank Blace, now a coach here at the University, the discussion that Monday was centered around Saturday's football game. After Blace had expressed a rule of hope for the team, in spite of the loss at Dickinson, another commentator spoke more up to the interesting observation, "I guess Frank has finally found a decent passer in Larry Finchly after watching for five years."

Courtney Named Coach

Harvard University announced the appointment of Don Connors, former assistant track coach, to the head football coach. Courtney, the All-American halfback, established the world 50-yard dash mark at 10.8. He re- mained in the ranks of amateur competition long enough to have the Curt Jansen call this a sports and an 80-yard victory in Moscow.

He will receive his salary from funds specifically designated for the Harvard track program. Courtney is in his second year at the Harvard business school.

Open Sales

Thursday, October 9

Dorm A 329 — Ex 2340

Name Brand
Jewelry, Leather
Up 10

Cigarettes
30% Off

Special Lady Today

AL'S PENN HOUSE

505 S. 27TH STREET

FRANKS and BEANS
Roll and Butter . . . (Reg. 60c)
With This Coupon . . . 49c

Don't Forget Our 10 Oz. Sirloin Steak Platter — $1.19

They Said It Couldn't Be Done — But Today's L&M Gives You—

Puff by puff Less tars & More taste

Don't settle for one without the other!

Change to L&M and get em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's L&M combine the single-wise. However, if the ideal, since before this season, the Rod and Mike forwards will not get air-moving effectively, the Quakers ran open up a pretty devastating aerial attack themselves in this running of halfbacks Jack Hinson, Fred Darrilng, and quarterback David Coffin. In addition, it is expected that the aerial attack will make the ground game much more formidable—and

ANNIVERSARY GIFTS FOR CUSTOMERS

GODFREY RAINCOAT—
$5.00 Value
EGMBOREDED COLLEGE EMBLEM—
$5.00 Value

FREE

• With Purchase of 23 or Toupex
• With Purchase of Sport Coat

ANNIVERSARY VALUES

Genuine
HARRIS TWEED
SPORT COATS
Worsted Suits

SALE PRICE $10.80
SALE PRICE $12.95

WORSTED FLANNEL SLACKS
New Continental
IRVING LEAGUE Style

SALE PRICE $18.95

SALE PRICE $10.80

SALE PRICE $9.15

Elements of Parapsychology

8 P.M. — AUD A-1, PHYS. SCI. BLDG.

Presented by the Psychological Society

TELEPATHY • ESP • CLAIRVOYANCE • PSYCHOKINESIS

Light into that Live Modern Flavor!
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